[Follow-up of partial seizure progression in an infant].
OBJECTIVE AND MATERIAL: We are carried out a retrospective study of 43 patients, 21 males and 22 women entered during the period of infancy in the Service of Neurology of our hospital and with diagnostic of any type of partial seizure, in an intent to correlate a series of clinical parameters, electroneurophysiologics and initial therapeutics with their factors follow-up periods. They are a half age of 7.11 months (1-19), consecutive being controlled for a period of time of 40 months (6-96). We have settled down a relationship between the drugs utilized in the first seizure and that other that they remained in their last revision, the current state of the critical manifestations, and the existence or not of an agreement between the e diagnosis emitted to the discharge and the development of the illness. After the present study, we thought that the current classification of the epileptic seizures is insufficient in the age of the infant, with presages much more complexes.